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This guide discusses how to buy Tamadoge (TAMA) coin in detail, and dives into the
reasons to invest it and Tamadoge crypto price prediction.

 

‘Meme coins’ took over the crypto market in 2021, thanks to the huge success of Dogecoin following
numerous mentions by A-listers and other prominent people. The success of these coins laid a solid
foundation for the launch of other projects – Tamadoge is one that stands out among the rest.

 

This guide discusses in detail how to buy Tamadoge, covering all of the steps involved in the
investment process, and then dives into some of the main reasons why Tamadoge could be one of the
best meme coins to launch this year.

 

Quick Takeaways of Tamadoge Crypto
Tamadoge (TAMA) is a deflationary crypto that actsas the native token of the ‘Tamaverse’.
In the Tamadoge ecosystem, players can mint ‘Tamadoge pets’, which are structured as NFTs.
These Tamadoge pets can be fed and cared for until they are adults, at which point they can
battle other players’ petsfor
After completing one of the best crypto presalesand raising $19 million, Tamadoge gose live
on OKX – one of the largest crypto exchanges in the industry.

 

How to Buy Tamadoge (TAMA) – In Brief
Given its exciting play-to-earn (P2E) mechanics and excellent roadmap, Tamadoge looks set to
become one of the best low-cap cryptocurrency gems of the year. Those wondering how to buy
Tamadoge can follow the simple steps listed below: 
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Step 1 – Create an OKX Exchange Account: Visit the OKX websiteto start creating an
account. Provide your personal details and complete the KYC process to continue.
Step 2 – Get USDT: Investors can buy Tamadoge with USDT on OKX exchange.
Purchase USDT with a debit/credit card on the exchange or transfer it from another wallet or
exchange.
Step 3 – Make a Buy Order on OKX: Select USDT on OKX and search for Confirm the
amount you want to spend and confirm the transaction.

 

How to Buy Tamadoge (TAMA) – A Step-by-Step Guide
Tamadoge has already generated significant interest from the broader crypto community as one of
the best new crypto coins on the market. The token also benefits from its ‘meme coin’ feel, which
helped Dogecoin and Shiba Inu produce quadruple-digit returns in 2021.

 

With that in mind, let’s take a closer look at how to buy Tamadoge, ensuring every element of the
investment process is discussed so that it’s as smooth as possible:

 

Step 1 – Create an OKX Exchange Account

Visit the OKX exchange website, provide your phone number/email address, and create a password
for your account.
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Confirm the account registration with the code link that OKX will send on your email/phone number.

 

Step 2 – Buy USDT

Tamadoge (TAMA) tokens can be purchased using USDT on OKX exchange. Investors can purchase
the stablecoin with a credit/debit card directly on the exchange.

 

Enter the amount of USDT you wish to purchase for conversion, enter your card details and confirm



the transaction.

 

Alternatively, transfer USDT to OKX if you hold some in another exchange or crypto wallet.

 

Step 3 – Make a Buy Order on OKX

Investors must navigate to the ‘Trade’ tab and then select ‘Spot Trade’ to convert their tokens, then
find the TAMA/USDT pairing.

 

Beginners should select the ‘Market’ option to confirm their order as it will give them the best
available price. Enter the amount you wish to purchase and then click ‘Buy TAMA’.

 

After the confirmation, you will be able to access TAMA on the OKX exchange.

 

For those that can’t register to the OKX CEX exchange to regulatory restrictions, TAMA is also
available to purchase on the OKX DEX.

 

Being an ERC-20 token, the Tamadoge contract code has been audited by Solid Proof and the team
KYC has been verified by CoinSniper.

Contract address – 0x12b6893cE26Ea6341919FE289212ef77e51688c8
Decimals – 18
Token symbol – TAMA

 

A Close Look at Tamadoge Play-to-Earn Crypto Game
Now that we’ve covered the investment process, let’s focus on discussing what Tamadoge actually
is. Simply put, Tamadoge looks to become the best meme coin on the market, leveraging the power
of the ‘Doge’ aesthetic to create an engaged community.

 

Those who opted to buy Dogecoin or Shiba Inu will understand the popularity of these meme coins
with retail traders, which helped push both coins to remarkable heights in 2021. However, Dogecoin
and Shiba Inu both suffered from a distinct lack of utility, which is key to a project’s longevity.

 

Tamadoge, also one of the best ERC20 tokens, takes an entirely different approach, combining
meme coin concepts with play-to-earn (P2E) gaming mechanisms. Like the best play-to-earn games,
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Tamadoge allows users to generate regular rewards through skilled gameplay. This is achieved by
allowing players to mint, breed, care for, and battle their ‘Tamadoge pets’.

 

These pets are structured as NFTs, and each has its own unique set of strengths and weaknesses. All
Tamadoge pets are minted as babies, meaning the owner must look after them until their mature.
Once a Tamadoge pet becomes an adult, it can participate in Tamadoge’s turn-based battling arena
against other pets.

 

Winning these battles will award the owner with ‘Dogepoints’, which allow players to climb the
leaderboard. Those with the most Dogepoints at the end of each month will be rewarded in TAMA
from the ‘Dogepool’, which is funded by purchases made through the Tamadoge store. Thus, an
autonomous ecosystem forms, whereby users can earn rewards and then use them to purchase in-
game items.

 

Like with the best NFT games, these items help deepen the player’s experience. Users can purchase
food or accessories for their Tamadoge pet or even acquire a new pet if they wish. Transactions are
made in TAMA, with 5% of the amount immediately burned after purchase, to ensure a constantly
reducing token supply.

 

Another key feature of Tamadoge is that the token has no transaction tax built into its structure. This
makes buying or selling TAMA tokens much more appealing, allowing investors to retain a greater
percentage of any accrued profits. Furthermore, since Tamadoge’s prize pool is filled through store
purchases, the decision not to implement a tax does not affect the user experience or reward level.

 

The aspects mentioned until this point simply scratch the surface of the Tamadoge ecosystem. As
detailed in the project’s whitepaper, the Tamadoge team will also be creating an augmented reality
(AR) app, allowing players to interact with their Tamadoge pet in the real world. Tamadoge pets will
also be rendered as 3D models, which can be integrated into other metaverse environments.

 

Finally, Tamadoge’s team has been KYC-verified on CoinSniper, and the smart contract code has
been thoroughly audited by SolidProof.io – helping boost the project’s credibility. Those interested in
learning more about Tamadoge and keeping tabs on important announcements can do so through
the official Telegram group.

 

Reasons to Buy Tamadoge (TAMA)
Retail traders looking to invest in cryptocurrency often veer towards meme coins due to their ability
to generate huge returns. Tamadoge is undoubtedly a fascinating opportunity in regards to this – yet
the token also comes with many other benefits.
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In general, this meme coin addresses some of the biggest problems the leading meme coins have.
This includes Dogecoin’s infinite supply and Shiba Inu’s high supply with little to no utility.

 

Let’s dive into some of the reasons why investors may wish to invest in web3 by buying Tamadoge:

 

Incredible Rewards

One of the main reasons to buy Tamadoge is the project’s exciting P2E mechanics. Not only are
these mechanics potentially lucrative, but the game’s friendly aesthetic makes it appealing to a
broad range of investors.

 

This is crucial to building an engaged community, and Tamadoge’s team ensures the ecosystem is
approachable for both beginners and advanced investors. Furthermore, since rewards are
distributed in TAMA, they can then be used to deepen the user experience by purchasing additional
in-game items. 

 

Take Advantage of DOGE’s Community Support

Those who opted to buy Shiba Inu in 2021 benefitted hugely from the coin’s community backing.
Shiba Inu received hundreds (if not thousands) of mentions on social media, helping the token’s
price surge over 1,200% in a matter of weeks.

 

Tamadoge’s team look to accomplish something similar with TAMA, as the ecosystem leverages the
power of the ‘Doge’ design. This has already begun working, as Tamadoge’s official Twitter
page now boasts over 12,000 followers.

 

A Convincing Roadmap

The Tamadoge price over the longer term will be heavily influenced by the project’s roadmap.
Fortunately, Tamadoge’s roadmap is exciting and has numerous plans that could create significant
returns for investors.

 

These plans include partnerships with other metaverse platforms, CEX listings, P2E arcade games,
physical Tamadoge rewards, and even launching a dedicated augmented reality (AR) app.

 

Integration with Unique Metaverse & NFT
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Many of the best metaverse platforms have benefitted from the growing trend towards immersive
experiences. Tamadoge’s team have plans to launch their own metaverse platform, called the
‘Tamaverse’, which will be influenced by the needs of the broader community.

 

Not only this but Tamadoge pets will also be rendered as 3D models, meaning they can be
transitioned into existing metaverse platforms. Although no partnerships have yet been announced,
this concept is compelling and will undoubtedly deepen the bond between players and their pets.

 

Finally, those looking to invest in NFTs can do so within the Tamadoge ecosystem since all of the
pets (and the in-game items) are structured as NFTs. These NFTs can be traded through the
Tamadoge store, with TAMA acting as the native currency.

 

There are plans to offer a wide variety of items for users to purchase, including accessories and food
for the Tamadoge pets. In addition, users will also be able to buy more Tamadoge pets from the
store – with no limit on how many pets an individual user can own.

 

Tamadoge Coin Price
Many investors will be interested in the Tamadoge price since this ultimately dictates the level of
potential returns on offer. At the time of writing, Tamadoge has just sold out its presale and raised
$19m. Now, the token is going to be listed on popular cryptocurrency exchange OKX.

 

Many of the best altcoins built their foundations through a presale phase, with Tamadoge’s team
achieving similar success. After beginning the presale at a $0.01 price, TAMA has now acquired a
price of $0.03 per token.

 

Tamadoge Crypto Price Prediction
Given the above information, where will the Tamadoge price go up in the longer term? Given that
the platform is still in the development phase, it is challenging to provide Tamadoge price
predictions early in the project lifecycle. However, we can use previous successful pre-sales as an
example.
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One of the most successful crypto presales was Tezos (XTZ), which raised a remarkable $232
million. Following this, XTZ was listed on Coinbase, which saw the token’s price surge by 645% in
just a few weeks. Although there’s no guarantee of similar performance by TAMA, this example
highlights what can be achieved by buying coins pre launch.

 

Tamadoge Mobile App
Another key plan noted in Tamadoge’s whitepaper is that the development team will launch a
companion mobile app to complement the web-based app. This mobile app will allow users to care
for their Tamadoge pet whilst on the go, ensuring it can always be seen and interacted with. The app
will also incorporate various social media-based features, allowing users to show off their pets to the
world.

 



 

In addition to the companion app, Tamadoge’s team plans to create an innovative augmented reality
(AR) app. Although the specifics of the app are still to be determined, it will likely function similarly



to the super-famous ‘Pokemon GO’ game, which means that users can view their pets as if they are
in the same room as them.

 

Is Tamadoge a Good Investment in 2022?
Tamadoge is perhaps the best investment of the year. The project shows great growth potential and
has all the markings of a blue chip meme coin. Therefore, it is worth trying Tamadoge today.

 

Where and How to Buy Tamadoge – Conclusion
All in all, this article has discussed in detail how and where to buy Tamadoge (TAMA), while
covering the main reasons why the token has great potential for the future as an emerging
cryptocurrency.

 

While Tamadoge is still in the early stages of its lifecycle, the project has already started to gain
solid community support from its private sales – as evidenced by the 10,000+ members in the official
Telegram group. The token has went live on the OKX exchange – and can be purchased through
CEX and DEX.

 

Sign up for BTCC now to build your own
portfolio!

Get Started
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